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If G is an open set in En , Sobolev’s imbedding theorem assures us that 
Wr+“*“(G) is continuously imbedded in Wrvq(G) provided 
p-l > q-l 3 p-l - kl, or 
p-l > 4-l > 0 if n < Rp. It is also well known that the imbedding is com- 
pact for p-r > q-l > p-l - kn-l provided G is bounded. If G is unbounded 
no conditions which are both necessary and sufficient for the compactness 
of the imbedding W,, m+1*9 G -+ WEBB are yet known. It is clear that a ( ) 
necessary condition is the quasiboundedness of G (i.e., dist (x, aG) -+ 0 as 
1 x I-+ co, x E G). For the case p = 2 Clark has given a much stronger 
sufficient condition in [2] which he showed in [3] was not necessary. In [l] 
the writer has shown (if p = 2) that quasiboundedness is not sufficient unless 
n = 1, and has given a sufficient condition weaker than Clark’s. Roughly 
speabs, W. t ) m+1*2 G is compactly imbedded in W:*‘(G) if the 71 - 1 
dimensional manifolds in aG are relatively smooth and unbroken and bound 
a quasibounded domain. This condition suggests a study of the effects of 
lower dimensional boundary manifols on the compactness problem. 
In this paper we show that if G is quasibounded and its boundary consists 
of discrete points with no finite accumulation point then the imbedding 
Wm+lm9(G) + Wz*9(G) is compact for all m = 0, 1,2,... if and only if either 
p > n > 1 or p 3 z = 1. This is a trivial consequence of the somewhat 
more general results contained in Theorems 1 and 2 below. 
If G is any open set in E,, , m is a nonnegative integer and 1 < p < oo the 
Sobolev space WFsp(G) is defined as the completion with respect to the norm 
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of the space C:(G) of all infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions 
having compact support in G. Here, as usual, 01 = (“~1 ,..., a) is an n-tuple 
of nonnegative integers; 1 cx 1 = a1 + a** + 01, , and Da = DIu .** 0,” where 
Dj = (a/ax,), j = I,..., n. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an unbounded open set in E,, with the property that 
there exist infinitely many mutually disjoint congruent balls each of which con- 
tains at most finitely many boundary points of G. Then sf p > 1 and pk < n 
no imbedding of the form Wts9(G) + qvq(G) = Lq(G) can be compact. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a quasibounded open set in E,, . If p > n > 1 or 
p 2 n = 1 then the imbedding Wr+lv9(G) -+ Wr*q(G) (exists and) is compact 
form=0,1,2,...andq>p. 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If u(x) = v(r) where r = 1 x - a ( , a E E, and v E Ck(R+) 
then for 1 OL 1 = k there exist homogeneous polynomials P=,Jx) of degree k, 
depending only on cy, j such that for x # a 
D%(x) = i Pa,j(x - a) v(j)(r) ~j--~~. 
j-1 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we can assume a = 0. If k = 1 Dal = Di 
for some i and D%(x) = u’(r) xJr which is of the required form. Assume the 
formula for all OL with ( OL I < k. If I,9 I = k + 1 then gS = DiDa for some i 
and CL, ( OL 1 = k, and so applying the induction hypothesis and the chain 
rule we obtain 
D%(x) = i {Dip,,,(x) .(i)(y) t”-= + P&x) w(j+l,(,) Xiy+2k-l 
j=l 
k+l 
- PU,j(x) (2k - j) v(i)(r) ~~~i-2k-2) 
= zl P,,,(x) .(j)(r) +(k+l), 
where 
Pa(x) = ~2W’a.dx) - (2k - 1) x,P,,l(x) 
Ps,j(x) = Y~DP,,~(x) - (2k -j) x,PaJx) + x,P~,~-~(x) if 2 S j < k 
p,3.k+1(x) = %Pa.k(d. 
Clearly P,,,(x) is a polynomial of the desired type. 
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COROLLARY. If 1 < p < 00 there exists a constant C = C(a, p) such that 
ifk=lal 
PROOF. For p = 1 this follows directly from the lemma since 
I Pm,j(x - a) 1 < const. rk. 
The case of general p follows by the well-known inequality 
I I i Aj ’ < const. f 1 Aj I* j=l j=l 
LEMMA 2. Let s = tllm, t > 0, m a positive integer, then 
($-)’ = m-j $lPjei,j(m) Siemj ($-)‘, 
where Pi,j is a polynomial of degree i depending on j. 
The proof is inductive and similar to that of Lemma 1 and so will be 
omitted. As was the case with Lemma 1 we require the 
COROLLARY. If f E Cj(R+) and 1 < p < co then there is a constant 
C = C( j, p) such that 
LEMMA 3. If n > kp, p > 1 then for given p, S > 0 and a E E, there 
exists a function 0 E C”(E,,) with the properties 
(i) etx) = 0 near x = a 
(ii) 0 < e(x) < 1 for all x 
(iii) etx) = 1 fur j x - a j > p 
(iv) II Due llo.9,~,, < 6 for 0 < I a I < k. 
PROOF. Pick any function f E Cm@+) satisfying f(t) = 0 near t = 0, 
0 <f(t) < 1, f(t) = 1 for t > 1. Let m be a positive integer. Let 
e(x) = v(r) = f [(+-r’m] 
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where r = 1 x - a 1 . Clearly 0 satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). Applying the 
Corollary of Lemma 1 and then making the changes of variables t = r/p, 
s = P and applying the Corollary of Lemma 2, we obtain 








< const. ml-“[p + m(n - pk)]-1 
for any m, provided n > pk. The final constant depends on f, LY, p, n and p. 
Sincep > 1 condition (iv) will follow for m sufficiently large. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let Q be an open ball in E,, containing at most 
finitely many boundary points of G. Let Q E C:(Q) be a function for which 
II 9J II O.Q.Q = 222 > 0 and 11 ?’ iik.s.0 = K < co and regard q~ as defined in E,, , 
V(X) = 0 for x $ Q. There exists a constant M such that for all x and all (Y 
with 0 < 1 a I < k we have I D”v(x) 1 < M. We construct a function 
$ E C;(Q n G) as o f 11 ows. If Q contains no boundary points of G let I/ = q~. 
Otherwise let xi ,..., X, be the (finite number of) boundary points of G in Q. 
Let Bi be the ball of radius pi about xi where the constants pi are chosen 
small enough that the balls B, are mutually disjoint and contained in Q and 
vol. Bi < (C/mM)P. Let 6 = K/mMK, where Kl = &ldk C,<, (G) is a 
constant depending on n and k. For i = l,..., m construct the function Bi as 
described in Lemma 3 corresponding to point xi and constants pi , 6. Let 
*=v.e, se- 0, = p - ~(1 - 0, .-a 0,). We have 
II * II 0.u.G > II 9~ /Io,u.~ - f II F IIo,Q.B, 
i=l 
3 2C - 2 (MQ vol. B#* = C. 
i-1 
On the other hand, for 0 < I (Y 1 < k 
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Since tIi varies only in Bi and no two Bi intersect 
Hence if 
< K + K,mMG = 2K. 
K,P = c 1, II $ II k,p,G < 2KK, = KS. 
b14k 
Now let (QJT=r be a family of mutually disjoint open balls in E,, each 
congruent to Q and each containing at most finitely many boundary points of 
G. Let yi be a translate of v with support in Qi and let #a E Cr(G n Qi) be 
constructed from vi as above so that 
11 $i II0.q.G 3 c, /I $i Ilk.nG < I-G . 
Then the sequence {I,&} though bounded in W:*“(G) has no subsequence 
converging inD(G) for if i +j I/ & - #, IIe,B,o > 2lK’. Thus the imbedding 
Wt*9(G) -D(G) if it exists cannot be compact. 
LEMMA 4. If p > n then for each q 3 p there exists a constant 
C = C(n, p, q, G) such that for each p > 0 
for all 9 E C:(G) which vanish in a mghborhood of a. B,,(a) is the ball of 
radius p about a. 
PROOF. Let (Y, u) denote polar coordinates centered at a. We have by 
Holder’s inequality for r < p 
iv-+,“)!= Ij$(t.o)dtI I l/P 7 
9 I vt(t, 4 Ip tn-’ dt o I tr l-l/P t-(n-l)/(p-1) dt 0 I 
IS 
D o 1 c++(t, u) 1~ v-l dt/“‘. 
Thus 
I dr, 4 Ip 9-l < W, 4 e-l I 1 ( c&t, u) 19 t”-l dt. 
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Since p > n we have by Sobolev’s Lemma [e.g. 4, Theorem 3.31 that there 
exists a constant C, = Ce(n, p, G) such that 
I p(r, 0) I = I dy, u) - do, 4 I < G II v I11,9,G+-n’P- 
Combining these two expressions we have 
I Q(Y, 4 I @Y- < C,(n, p, q, G) 1) g, l\l”-Jas, Y-@(-“) I 
D 
1 &t, 0) 1’ P-l dt. o 
If 52, denotes the domain of the polar angles u then 
j Bp(a) I ~(4 I* dx = j, j-1 I o)(y, 4 I* m-l dy du 
< c&z, p, q, G) pn+@(-) II v ll:r%r,G 1, 
P 
(a) 1 w4 l9 dx 
from which the lemma follows immediately. 
REMARK. Lemma 4 can be extended to cover the case p = n = 1 for 
in this case 
so that 
Integration then gives 
If G is a quasibounded domain than there is a positive number 
d = d(R) tending to zero as R -+ CO such that dist(x, aG) < d(R) for all 
x E GR = {x E G : I x I > R}. In this case we have the following variant 
on Poincare’s inequality. 
LEMMA 5. Ifp>norp=n=l thenfbranyq>pthereetitsacon- 
stunt C = C(n, p, q, G) such that fw all u E W?“(G) 
II u II o,g.cR < C[4R)11-“‘“t”‘” Ii u 111,rs.G .
PROOF. Fix R and let d = d(R). If o1 = (011 ,..., a,J is an n-tuple of (positive 
or negative) integers let 
Qa = {ix E E, : ci,n-1’2 d < xk Q (or, + 1) n-W}. 
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Then E,, = uaQa. If x E GR then x E Qu for some .Y and also there exists 
yol E 3G such that 1 x -ye 1 < d. Clearly Qa C &(yJ. For any v E Cc(G) 
we have by Lemma 4 
where Q: is the union of all the sets Qa which intersect &(yJ. There is a 
number N depending only on n such that any N + 1 of the sets QL have null 
intersection. Summing the above inequality over all OL for which Qol intersects 
GR , we obtain 
This inequality extends by completion to WtsP(G) whence the lemma. 
The proof of Theorem 2 can now be given. First, however, let ulm*p(G, R) 
be the completion in the norm II * Ilnz,D,GnKR of the space C,“(G, R) of all 
Cm functions whose support is a compact subset of G n KR where 
KR = Bs(0). Since for 4 > p > n (or q 3 p 3 n = 1) the imbedding 
lVr+l~~(K~) + Wrsp(KR) is known to be compact [4, p. 541 and since an 
element of lP*p(G, R) can be extended to be zero outside its support so as 
to belong to WTs9(KR) it follows that the imbeddings 
Wm+l~‘(G, R) -+ W”*‘J(G, R), m = 0, 1, 2,... 
are compact. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. It suffices by an inductive argument to prove only 
that the imbedding Wi*“( G) -+ L*( G) is compact. We make use of the follow- 
ing well-known compactness criterion for sets in D(G): if G C E,, and the 
sequence {Us}& is bounded in D(G) then it is compact in L@(G) provided 
(a) for every bounded G’ C G the sequence (ulc I G’} is compact in L2(G’), 
and 
(b) for each E > 0 there exists R > 0 such that for all K, 
I/ &c hh.G~ < 6 
Now let (Us} be a sequence bounded in kl~‘t*~(G), say 11 uK jjr,,,,o < K. By 
Lemma 5 we have 
11 uk I/,,,Q,GR < CK[d(R)]l-nl”+n/‘J -+ 0 as R+m, 
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so condition (b) is satisfied. To establish (a) let G’ be a bounded subset of G, 
so that G’ C KR for some R. Since {uk 1 KR} is bounded in W*p(G, R) it is 
compact in WO*q(G, R) =D(G n KR) and so {z+ 1 G’} is compact. inL’J(G’). 
Thus (uk) is compact in D(G) whence the theorem. 
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